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ABSTRACT
We show that modularity and the gap ondition make the holomorphi anomaly equation ompletely
integrable for non-ompat Calabi-Yau manifolds. This leads to a very eient formalism to solve
the topologial string on these geometries in terms of almost holomorphi modular forms. The
formalism provides in partiular holomorphi expansions everywhere in moduli spae inluding large
radius points, the onifold loi, Seiberg-Witten points and the orbifold points. It an be also viewed
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1. Introdution
String theory on non-ompat Calabi-Yau geometries is relevant for the onstrution of 4d super-
symmetri theories deoupled from gravity and provides simple examples for important onepts of
string theory in nontrivial geometrial bakgrounds, as e.g. the behavior of the amplitudes under
topology hange of the bakground geometry. Exploring the topologial setor has been espeially
fruitful in providing examples of large N -dualities onneting topologial string theory on these
bakgrounds to 3d Chern-Simons theory and matrix models. If the geometri bakground has a
non-trivial spae time duality symmetry group, whih is the ase if the loal mirror geometry in-
volves a Riemann surfae of at least genus one, the situation is as follows. Large N -dualities or
loalization priniples apply to ertain holomorphi limits of the topologial string amplitudes and
lead to loal holomorphi expansion of the latter at speial points in the moduli spae of the the-
ory. Typially at large radius these ome in losed formulas involving innite sums or produts
over partitions oming from joining topologial verties or from Nekrasov loalization formulas. The
expressions lead to formal, i.e. non-onvergent expansions, in the string oupling whose oeients
have nite radius of onvergene in the moduli parameter. However, sine these limits break the
invariane of the amplitudes under the spae duality group this fundamental symmetry property of
the theory is obsured.
In this artile we show that a simple bootstrap approah using extensively the full spae time
modular invariane, the holomorphi anomaly equation and a loal analysis of the gap ondition at
the nodes is highly eient in reonstruting modular invariant, non-holomorphi string amplitudes
for loal Calabi-Yau spaes to all genus. They are polynomials in generators of the modular groups,
whih are globally dened in the moduli spae of the theory. As a onsequene the amplitudes are
globally dened and holomorphi limits an be easily obtained everywhere in the moduli spae. The
approah extends to N = 2 gauge theories and matrix models.
The paper is organized as follows. In setion 2 we reall the loal Calabi-Yau A-model geometries
and how loal mirror symmetry leads to a B-model geometry that is governed by a family of Riemann
surfaes Σg with a anonial meromorphi dierential. We derive the Piard-Fuhs equations for the
periods and their solutions and thereby solve the genus zero setor.
In setion 3 we disuss the formalism of diret integration for loal Calabi-Yau spaes. The spae-
time modular group of Σg is a nite index subgroup Γ of Sp(2g,Z). The invariane of the losed
topologial string amplitudes Fg under Γ and the holomorphi anomaly equation implies that the Fg
are elements in the ring of almost holomorphi modular funtions of Γ. The latter is generated by
a nite number of holomorphi and non-holomorphi generators. The relevant ones are onstruted
from the genus zero and genus one setor, i.e. ultimatively from the solutions of the Piard-Fuhs
equations. The ovariant derivative loses on these generators by (rigid) speial geometry. The holo-
morphi anomaly equation an then be algebraially integrated w.r.t. the non-holomorphi modular
3
generators. This leaves a holomorphi modular ambiguity, whih is xed by the gap onditions at
the onifold disriminant.
In setion 4 we exemplify the formalism and show that the topologial string on a loal Calabi-Yau
geometry, whih is the anonial line bundle over P2, is ompletely and very eiently solved by
our bootstrap approah. We also show how the generators, whih we an onstrut in all ases from
the solutions of the Piard-Fuhs equations relate in this ase to lassial modular funtions on the
Γ0(3) ⊂ SL(2,Z) urve. We solve the theory to genus 105 and present some of the holomorphi data
at onifold, large struture point and orbifold point.
In setions 5 and 6 we extend this formalism to multi moduli examples. We show for the anonial
bundle over F0 and F1, whih have two parameters, how the gap ondition at the onifold is again
suient to x all boundary onditions. In these ases the unknowns in the holomorphi ambiguity
grow in leading order with (cg)2 muh faster then in the one moduli ase. However, this is ompen-
sated by the fat that gap ondition holds for all normal diretions to the onifold disriminant in
the omplex two dimensional moduli spae.
In setion 7 we disuss relations of the results to N = 2 Seiberg-Witten theory and general matrix
models for whih the spetral urve is a family of Riemann surfaes with g > 0 and to open string
amplitudes.
The appendix A reviews the neessary fats from the theory of modular funtions. We try to give
well known mathematial onepts a physial interpretation, whih might shed some light on the
relation between the holomorphi and the modular anomaly.
2. Loal Mirror Symmetry
The term loal mirror symmetry refers to mirror symmetry for non-ompat Calabi-Yau manifolds.
Examples for the A-model geometry are the anonial line bundle KS = O(−KS)→ S over a Fano
surfae
4 S. The ompat part of B-model geometry is in this ase given by a family of ellipti
urves and a meromorphi dierential. Using tori geometry as below an innite set of examples
of non-ompat three-folds an be onstruted. They have a partial overlap with the KS ases
namely S = P1 × P1 or S = P2 and blow-ups thereof S = BP21,BP22,BP23. The mirror geometry
are Riemann surfaes with a meromorphi dierential, whose genus is given by the number of losed
meshes in the degeneration lous in the base of sympleti bration, where two S1's degenerate.
For early appliations of loal mirror symmetry to BPS state ounting and geometri engineering of
gauge theories see [35℄ and [31℄ respetively. For a systemati formulation see [12℄[24℄[25℄. Below we
give a very short review of the tehniques.
4
Simpler examples involve line bundles over a omplex urve suh as O(2(g−2)+k)⊕O(−k)→ Cg [10℄ or manifolds
M , whih are given by a tori tree diagrams of the degeneration lous that orrespond to genus 0 mirror urves.
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2.1. The loal A-model
The A-model geometry of a non-ompat tori variety is given by a quotient
M = (Ck+3 − Z)/G, (2.1)




α = 1, . . . , k with µα ∈ C∗, Qαi ∈ Z. Here Z is the Stanley-Reisner ideal, whih has to be hosen so
that the above quotient M exists as a variety5. The standard example is Pn = (Cn+1 − {0})/(C∗),
with Q1i = 1, i = 1, . . . , n. We denote generially by S the ompat part of M .
As explained in [44℄ M an also be viewed as the vauum eld onguration of a 2d gauged linear
(2, 2) supersymmetri σ model. The oordinates xi ∈ C, i = 1, . . . , k+3 are the vauum expetation
values of hiral superelds transforming as xi → eiQαi ǫαxi, Qαi ∈ Z, ǫα ∈ R, α = 1, . . . , k under
the gauge group U(1)k. The vauum eld onguration are the equivalene lasses under the gauge




Qαi |xi|2 = rα, α = 1, . . . , k . (2.2)
The rα are the Kähler parameters rα =
∫
Cα
ω, where ω is the Kähler form and Cα are urves
spanning the Mori one, whih is dual to the Kähler one. rα ∈ R+ denes the Kähler one. For
M to be well dened, eld ongurations for whih the dimensionality of the gauge orbits drop
have to be exluded. This orresponds to the hoie of Z. In string theory rα is omplexied to
Tα = rα + iθα with θα =
∫
Cα
B, where B is the NS B-eld, while in the gauged linear σ-model the
θα are the θ-angles of the U(1)k gauge group.
One an always desribe M by a ompletely triangulated fan. In this ase the Qαi are linear relations
between the points spanning the fan. A basis of suh relations, whih orresponds to a Mori one
an be onstruted from a omplete triangulation of the fan. Z likewise follows ombinatorially from
the triangulation, see the examples
6
.




Qαi = 0, α = 1, . . . , k. (2.3)
Note from (2.2) that negative Qi lead to non-ompat diretions in M , so that by (2.3) all tori
Calabi-Yau manifolds M are neessarily non-ompat. To summarize, tori non-ompat A-model
geometries will be dened by suitably hosen harge vetors Qαi ∈ Z.
5
We assume that M is simpliial, or that a simpliial subdivision in oordinate pathes exists.
6
Often there are many possible triangulation, whih orrespond to dierent phases of the model [44℄[5℄, e.g. Kähler
ones onneted by opping a P
1
. The union of the ones dene by all triangulations is alled the seondary fan.
7
Physially these are the onditions that the hiral U(1)A anomaly anels in the gauged linear σ-model [44℄.
5
We now ome to invariants alulated by the A-model amplitudes. We onsider maps f : Cg → M





with Uβ the bundle whose ber over (C, f) ∈ M(β,S) is H1(Cg, f∗M), be the Gromov-Witten
invariant. The lassial task in the losed topologial A-model is to alulate the generating funtion
F = log(Z) =
∞∑
g=0
λ2g−2Fg(Q) = c(T )
λ2







with Qβ = exp(2πi
∑b2(S)
i=1 βiTi), βi ∈ Z+, involving all losed string Gromov-Witten invariants as
well as lassial intersetion numbers of the harmoni (1, 1)-forms 13!T
αT βT γ
∫
M ωα ∧ ωβ ∧ ωγ in
the ubi c(T ) and 124T
α
∫
M c2 ∧ ωα in the linear l(T ) term. The generating funtion F an be
reexpressed as one
F = c(T )
λ2










































beomes the generating funtion for the Donaldson-Thomas invariants
8 n˜kβ ∈ Z.
2.2. The loal B-model
In the following we will desribe the non-ompat mirror W following [24, 31, 6℄. Let w+, w− ∈ C
and xi =: e
yi ∈ C∗, i = 1, . . . , k + 3 are homogeneous oordinates9, i.e. equivalene lasses subjet
to the C∗ ation
xi 7→ λxi, i = 1, . . . , k + 3, λ ∈ C∗ . (2.8)






i = zα, α = 1, . . . , k . (2.9)
and the general equation





Here we dropped the lassial terms.
9
The xi here should not be identied with the xi, whih desribe the A model in the previous setion.
6
The Calabi-Yau ondition (2.3) ensures the ompatibility of (2.9) with (2.8). Using the latter two
equations to eliminate variables xi in (2.10) H an be parameterized by two variables x = exp(u), y =
exp(v) ∈ C∗ and the dening equations of the mirror geometry W beomes
w+w− = H(x, y; zα), (2.11)
whih is a oni bundle over C∗ ×C∗, where the oni ber degenerates to two lines over the family
of Riemann surfaes with puntures
Σ(z) := {H(x, y; zα) = 0} ⊂ C∗ × C∗ , (2.12)






is a regularizable no-where vanishing holomorphi volume form on W . Its periods are regularizable

















The redundany in the parameterization of the omplex struture is removed using the relations (2.9)
and the saling relation (2.8). To do that it is onvenient to write the dierential operator (2.15) in
terms of logarithmi derivatives θi := xi∂xi and transform to logarithmi derivatives Θα := zα∂zα
using θi = Q
α
i Θα.








α + ρα) + 1]
((−1)Qα0 zα)nα , (2.16)
then





are solutions. Note that the at oordinates Tα approximate Tα ∼ log(zα) in the limit zα → 0.
Higher derivatives









also obey the reursion imposed by (2.15), i.e. they fulll (2.15) up to nitely many terms. However,
a unique, up to addition of previous solutions, linear ombinations of the Xαi1 ...αi2 is atually the last
solution of the Piard-Fuhs system. This solution enodes the genus zero Gromov-Witten invariants.
It is a derivative of the holomorphi prepotential F0 and the triple intersetion Cijk = ∂Ti∂Tj∂TkF0
an be onstruted from it, see the examples for more details. We will turn to generating funtions
for the higher genus amplitudes in the next setion.
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3. Integrability of the holomorphi anomaly equation
This setion is to review the reent results of [22℄[4℄ on the polynomial reursive solution of the
holomorphi anomaly equation of [8℄ and to set our onventions. This reursive solution is a gener-
alization of the pioneering work of Yamaguhi and Yau [41℄ who observed that the non-holomorphi
dependene of the topologial free energy funtion of the quinti an be expressed by a nite number
of generators. Our main fous is the loal geometry, hene we will mainly explain how the formalism
simplies in the non-ompat ase.
3.1. Diret Integration in loal Calabi-Yau geometries
One of the main tasks in topologial string theory is to ompute the free energies Fg appearing in
the topologial string partition funtion Z = exp(
∑
λ2g−2Fg). We will assume that the genus zero
setor has been determined from the solutions to the Piard-Fuhs equations disussed in setion
2.2. The genus one amplitude is assoiated to the Ray-Singer torsion of the Calabi-Yau spae [8℄. It

















While the exponential of the real Kähler potential exp(K) ∼ X0 → 1 in the holomorphi limit in the
non-ompat models [34℄, the F1 is non-holomorphi due to the Kähler metri Gi¯ on the omplex
struture moduli spae. f1 is the holomorphi ambiguity in this integration and it an be argued to








i . The parameters, ai, bi,





as well as the universal behavior at onifold singularities acon = − 112 .
As was shown in [8℄ Fg is for g > 1 a non-holomorphi setion of a line bundle L2−2g whih fullls











, (g > 1) (3.2)
alled the holomorphi anomaly equation. The ovariant derivatives ontain the onnetion ∂iK =
Ki of L and the Christoel symbols Γijk of the Kähler metri. The reursive nature is due to the fat
that Riemann surfaes with marked points split at the boundary of moduli spae, M, into either
pairs of lower genus surfaes or surfaes with fewer marked points.





i Gjı¯ + δ
k
jGi¯ı − CijlC¯klı¯ . (3.3)
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In the following we denote the non-holomorphi quantities by straight haraters Fg and the holomorphi limits
by alligraphi haraters Ff1 , with a label f of the path, where the limit is taken.
8
Here Cijl are the holomorphi Yukawa ouplings whih transform as Sym
3(TM) ⊗ L−2 and C¯klı¯ =
e2KGkk¯Gll¯C¯ı¯k¯l¯.
(3.3) implies that the propagator Sij , whih is dened by ∂¯k¯S
ij = C¯ij
k¯
, an be solved from the
integrated version of (3.3) [8℄
Γkij = δ
k
i ∂jK + δ
k
j ∂iK − CijlSkl + f˜kij , (3.4)
up to the holomorphi ambiguity f˜kij . Taking the anti holomorphi derivative, using (3.3) and
∂¯S






k − CinmSkmSln) , (3.5)
and so
DiS
kl = δki S
l + δliS
k − CinmSkmSln + fkli . (3.6)
In the loal ase one has the following simpliations
11
. The Kähler onnetion in Di beomes
trivial, and the Sl, (as well as the S, see [8℄) vanish, i.e. the above equation beomes simply
DiS
kl = −CinmSkmSln + fkli . (3.7)
Also, the Kähler onnetion ∂jK in (3.4) drops out, so the S
ij
are solved from
Γkij = −CijlSkl + f˜kij . (3.8)
Note that this is an over-determined system in the multi moduli ase whih requires a suitable hoie







with an ambiguity Ai, whih an be determined by the ansatz Ai = ∂i(a˜j log∆j + b˜j log zj).
One the Sij are obtained and the ambiguities in (3.7,3.8) have been xed, the diret integration of
(3.2) is quite simple. Everything on the right hand side of the holomorphi anomaly equation (3.2)
an be rewritten in terms of the generators Sij and holomorphi funtions. If we further express the
anti-holomorphi derivative of Fg as
















This equation an easily be integrated w.r.t. Sij and it an be shown that Fg is a polynomial in S
jk
of degree 3g − 3.
11
In the global ase on needs further the losing of ovariant derivatives of Si and S with ∂ı¯S = Gı¯jS
j
. This has
been disussed in [41℄,[22℄ and partiular niely in [4℄.
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3.2. Fixing the ambiguity
Due to the equation (3.11) the iteration in the genus is in priniple quite easy on the B-model side
and the topologial invariants of the A-model geometry an be extrated without eort. However,
the issue is xing the holomorphi ambiguity fg arising after eah integration step w.r.t. the S
ij
.
Modularity, regularity at the orbifold point and at the large radius point, as well as the leading







where Aig is a polynomial in z of degree (2g − 2) · deg∆i and the sum runs over all irreduible
omponents of the disriminant lous. Note that the moduli spaeM(Σ) allows a ompatiation,
whih inludes only the ordinary double point disriminants or onifolds at omplex odimension one
loi in the moduli spae. Aig are polynomials in the monodromy invariant variables zi, i = 1, . . . , n
of the model. Their degree is bounded by regularity of the Fg in the limit that these variables tend
to innity by the degree of the ∆i. In general this implies a growth of the unknowns roughly with
(cig)
n
, where ci depends on the degrees of ∆i. However, if we approah a onifold singularity we





where we approah a onifold in the limit tc → 0, with tc a at oordinate normal to the singularity12
(see Figure 3). The oeients of the sub-leading powers of tc depend generially on the further n−1
diretions, whih are tangential to the disriminant lous. For a generi hoie of oordinates these
oeients are (innite) series in the tangential n−1 variables. However, demanding the vanishing of
these oeients is an over-determined system and it is not easy to ount the independent onditions.
But in loal models where the geometry of the B-model is ompletely enoded in a Riemann surfae of
genus g > 0 we nd that the gap ondition is suient to determine all parameters in the ambiguity
exept for the one, whih orresponds to the onstant term in Fg. The latter an be determined by
the known onstant map ontribution to Fg at the point of large radius in moduli spae
Fg = χB2g−2B2g
4g(2g − 2)(2g − 2)! +O(Q). (3.14)
Therefore we nd that the holomorphi anomaly equations are ompletely integrable for loal Calabi-
Yau spaes. Our laim that this is true in general is motivated by the fat that the only type of
degeneration of a Riemann surfae in omplex odimension one is the nodal degeneration and the
leading loal behavior of the Fg at this singularity is always governed by the gap struture and in
partiular the argument for the existene of the gap [30℄ does not depend on the diretion nor on
the partiular point at whih the onifold lous is approahed.
12 c is an undetermined onstant, whih an be absorbed by resaling the variable tc.
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4. KP2 = O(−3)→ P2




0 0 1 −3
1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1
−1 −1 1 1

 (4.1)
The A-model is desribed from these data as follows. The generators of the tori fan F vi, i = 0, . . . , 3
are the rows of V , while the olumns of Q are the harge vetors, whih are the oeients of linear
relations among the vi. To eah vi we assoiate homogeneous oordinates xi. There is an unique
omplete triangulation of F into simplexes given by T = {{v0, v1, v2}, {v0, v1, v3}, {v0, v2, v3}}. The
Stanley-Reisner ideal Z is generated by intersetion of divisors Di = {xi = 0}, whose assoiated
points are not on a ommon simplex in T , i.e. by Z = {x1 = x2 = x3 = 0}. The (x1 : x2 : x3)
are hene the homogeneous oordinates of P2. The three C3 pathes that over the 3-fold KP2 are
speied by the saling in (2.1) as (l1 = x0x
3
1;u1 = x2/x1, v1 = x3/x1), (l2 = x0x
3
2;u2 = x1/x2, v2 =
x3/x2) and (l3 = x0x
3
3;u3 = x1/x3, v3 = x2/x3) with the obvious transition funtions.
The B-model geometry is dened by the one parameter family of Riemann surfaes Σ(z)
H(x, y; z) = x+ 1− zx
3
y
+ y = 0 . (4.2)
Here we set x1 = 1 in (2.10) by the saling relation (2.8) and eliminated x2 using (2.9) in favor of
x := x0 and y := x3.
4.1. Global properties of the moduli spae of Σ(z)
After writing (4.2) in Weierstrass form in P2 we nd the j-funtion of the ellipti family Σ(z)
j = − (1 + 24 z)
3
z3 (1 + 27 z)
. (4.3)
Its moduli spae for the omplex struture parameter z isM(Σ(z)) = P1 \ {z = 0, z = − 127 , 1z = 0}.
The ritial points of j are referred to as large radius point, onifold points and orbifold point,13
respetively.
Following the desription after (2.15) we nd
D = Θ3 + 3z(3Θ − 2)(3Θ − 1)Θ = LΘ, (4.4)





λ = ω + exact, (4.5)
13
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Figure 1: Denition of the monodromies in M(Σ(z)) = P1 \ {z = 0, z = − 127 , 1z = 0}.
where λ is the meromorphi dierential. This meromorphi dierential λ has a pole with non-
vanishing residue and we denote the yle around this pole γ, while a, b ∈ H1(Σ,Z) are a basis for








the monodromy ats by
Mz=0 =

 1 3 00 1 1
1 0 1





 1 0 3−1 1 1
0 0 1








as an be seen expliitly by analyti ontinuation of the periods into the three pathes near the
singular points (4.8,4.17) as well as (4.23,4.24). It follows from the monodromy invariane of z
and (4.5), that the upper left (2 × 2) blok in the above matries ating on Πˆ represents also the













∣∣∣∣∣ b ≡ 0 mod 3
}
. (4.7)
4.2. Periods and genus zero and one amplitudes in all pathes
We review now the onstrution of the holomorphi prepotential enoding the genus zero amplitude
and the an-holomorphi Ray-Singer torsion enoding the genus one amplitude in the pathes near
the three singular points desribed above. In eah path we introdue appropriate at oordinates,
distinguished by the monodromies around the ritial points. One the at oordinate is hosen one
an onsider a holomorphi limit of the amplitudes for g > 0. This yields holomorphi generating
funtions for ertain topologial invariants, depending on the point in moduli spae. Notably the
Gromov-Witten invariants near z = 0 and the orbifold Gromov-Witten invariants near 1z = 0. The
most useful struture for the integrability omes from the gap in the expansion at the onifold.
12
4.2.1. Expansion near the large radius point
The solutions near z = 0 are aording to (2.17,2.18) given14 by ω0(z, 0) = 1, X




(log(z)2+2σ1 log(z)+σ2(z)), where the rst orders are σ1 = −6 z+45 z2+



















In order to express F0 in terms of the at oordinate T , we introdue the monodromy invariant
quantity Q = e2πiT and invert. This yields the large radius mirror map
z(Q) = Q+ 6Q2 + 9Q3 + 56Q4 − 300Q5 + . . . (4.9)
The normalization TD = −9∂TF0 is suh that F0 is the generating funtion for the genus zero
Gromov-Witten invariants of O(−3)→ P2 in the normalization that reprodues the A-model results





















+ . . . (4.10)






The Yukawa oupling transforms as Sym3(TM) ⊗ L−2, where the Kähler onnetion, i.e. the line











Note that (4.11) is modular invariant and valid in all M(Σ). The expression (4.12) on the other
hand requires a hoie of the at oordinate T , whih is only anonial near z = 0. One an view
T as the oordinate and PT = ∂TF0 as the dual momentum and show that Z = exp(F ) transforms
as a wavefuntion under a hange of polarization, i.e. when a dierent hoie (related by a linear
transformation) for oordinates and momenta is made [43℄[3℄.



































The resulting relation z(q), with q = exp(2πiτ) has to be ompatible with (4.3). Indeed inserting
z(q) into (4.3) yields the standard expansion of the ellipti j-funtion (A.11). Using z(q) we an
express the non-holomorphi genus one potential as









Both the Dedekind η funtion as well as 1 + 127z are powers of the disriminant of Σ. The former
transforms with weight
1
2 that is aneled by that of τ2 (A.2). We note that both forms of F1 (3.1)
and (4.14) are manifestly modular invariant.
Using detG−1i¯ → C det ∂zi∂Tj in the holomorphi limit T¯ →∞ or equivalently τ → i∞ one gets up to














This expression is not modular invariant and depends on the hoie of our speial oordinate. It


















+ . . . (4.16)
in aordane with [34℄, see table B.1 for the BPS invariants.
4.2.2. Expansion near the onifold
To obtain the losed variables at the onifold we solve the Piard-Fuhs equation after the variable
































where a = −
√
3















The natural loal at oordinate at the onifold is tc and with the onifold mirror map











































Note that we resaled tc by a in order to avoid non rational numbers in this expansion and the extra





Czzz(tc) We an also nd the holomorphi limit of the










































4.2.3. Coordinates and amplitudes at the Orbifold
At the orbifold point, the model admits an exat eld theory desription as an orbifold of three


























where [a]n = a(a+ 1) . . . (a+ n+ 1) is the Pohhammer symbol. We dene orbifold periods, whih
































ψ. Note, that this is not the
basis at large radius, but rather onneted to it by the transformation Π = MΠorb with
M =





























We normalize the at oordinate σ and Forb0 to math the orbifold Gromov-Witten invariants of [13℄













+ . . . (4.26)









































+ . . . . (4.28)
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4.3. Diret integration for KP2
Let us now disuss the diret integration for the non-ompat KP2 geometry. Here we have only
one propagator, whih we denote in the z variables by Szz. The propagator has a holomorphi





This implies the following ambiguity fators in (3.4)






zz = −CzzzSzzSzz − z
12∆
. (4.31)
The right hand side of equation (3.11) is easily evaluated using the onnetion Γzzz and yields e.g.





































1920(1+27z)2 in (4.33)) an be xed from
the boundary behavior of Fg. Sine z is a global parameter, we only need to know the holomorphi

























in order to evaluate Fg in the loal oordinates in all pathes.
The onditions on the loal expansion are similar as in the ompat ase in [30℄, namely the gap
ondition at the onifold, regularity at orbifold and the onstant map ontribution at innity. The
dierene is that in the non-ompat ase these onditions are suient to x the kernel of (3.11)




is no pole at the orbifold nor at innity. Modularity implies that the possible numerator of the
ambiguity is a polynomial in the modular invariant z. Sine Fg is nite at the orbifold at
1
z = 0
the denominator degree of z annot exeed 2g− 2, i.e. the ambiguity has to be of the form p2g−2(z)
∆2g−2
.






here tc is the unique vanishing period at the onifold given in (4.17). One additional ondition
follows from onstant map ontribution at innity
Fg = 3B2g−2B2g
4g(2g − 2)(2g − 2)! +O(Q) . (4.36)
With this boundary information the model is ompletely integrable. The integration step an be
further simplied. As all Fg are of the form Fg = C
2g−2





zz)if ig(z), it is natural
to rewrite (3.11) for the Pg. To do this denote δz =
1
Czzz
∂z, so that e.g. δzS
zz = (Szz)2 − z2(7 +
216z)Szz+ z
4
4 , and dene the derivative δ on a weight k funtion gk as δgk = (δz+3kz
2(1+36z))gk .
















In this form the equation is most easily integrated to very high genus (up to genus 80 in a few hours
on a modern PC).
4.4. Modular expressions for the Fg on KP2
The aim of this setion is to relate the expression for Fg obtained in the previous setion to lassial









xi = 0 , (4.38)
whih omes from the Landau-Ginzburg model, whose infrared limit is the exat eld theory C3/Z3
mentioned in the setion 4.2.3.





˜ is transformed into (4.3) when we identify
z˜ = − 1
27
(1 + 27z) (4.40)
whih exhanges the large radius point and the onifold point of Σ˜(z˜) and Σ(z). Suh reparametriza-
tion symmetries are ubiquitous in N = 2 supersymmetri theories, e.g. in Seiberg-Witten theory [33℄,
and the assoiated urves Σ and Σ˜ are alled isogenous. It an be heked that periods of Σ˜(z˜) fulll
the same Piard-Fuhs equation (4.4) as the ones of Σ(z) with the argument z replaed by z˜. In
fat the periods of the urves are related by a resaling so that their modular parameter is resaled
by a fator 3
τ = 3τ˜ , (4.41)
17
as an be seen by omparing the z˜(q˜) and z(q) expansions that follow from (4.39) and (4.3).
In [3℄ quantities in the parameterization of the urve (4.38) have been related to θ-onstants that





































c = b− a, d = a+ αb, η12 = i
33/2
abcd . (4.43)







and (4.43) we get














For this urve one nds the genus one amplitude





























Note that (4.46) an be transformed into (4.14) by applying (4.40) and (4.41). A small alulation

















This and (4.44) allows to rewrite all Fg in terms of theta funtions and Eˆ2. With Fg = X
g−1Pˆg,
where X = d
2




















4 − 27η12)(d4 + 33η12)
15d2η2
. (4.48)





(dτ˜ z˜ = −33 η
10
d2
(−z˜) 43 ), it is obviously
possible to set up the diret integration in terms of the modular expression. We leave this to the
reader.
15
Beause [3℄ worked with (4.38) all modular quantities below are understood to have the argument τ˜ .
18
4.5. The higher genus results for KP2
At the large radius point we reorded some Gopakumar-Vafa invariants in appendix B. The results
agree with the literature as far as they are known. Both w.r.t. to the genus as well as to the
degree the method outlined here is the most eetive one to get these generating funtions. An
















(d2+d−3) for the highest genus g(d) = (d−1)(d−2)2 and the next to highest
genus BPS invariant in eah degree d, whih were derived in [32℄. In fat we heked that the spaes
in [32℄, whih model the moduli spae of the D2-D0 brane system with D2 brane harge d are smooth
for D2 branes wrapping holomorphi urves of genus g(d) − δ with up to δ = d − 1 nodes. As a
onsequene the formula (4.15) of [32℄ applies for n
g(d)−δ
d , with e(C(p)) = e(P(d(d+3)/2−p)e(HilbpP2)
for δ = 0, . . . , d − 1, yielding 120 non-trivial heks for the BPS numbers in appendix B. We also
expet that the relatively simple reursive nature of the proedure desribed here will allow to study
high genus asymptotis of BPS states.
The Fcg near the onifold are expeted to orrespond to a perturbation of the c = 1 string at selfdual
radius, whih has been established as a dual desription of the topologial string at the onifold [21℄,
but the details of the identiation of the perturbation parameters are not ompletely laried [16℄.
The most notable struture is the gap in the Fcg expansion at higher genus. We display a few low
genus Fcg
Fc2 = 180 t2c −
1
51840 − tc19440 + 3187t
2
c




Fc3 = 1112 t4c −
1
117573120 − tc1469664 + 23855 t
2
c




Fc4 = 3160 t6c −
1
63489484800 − 7 tc377913600 + 6830569 t
2
c




Fc5 = 27352 t8c −
1
16761223987200 − 809 tc942818849280 + 118418785 t
2
c




Fc6 = 1865736400 t10c −
691




Fc7 = 8116 t12c −
691




Fc8 = 263679338080 t14c −
3617
81659613229099057152000 − 25034924437 tc30622354960912146432000 +O(t2c)
(4.49)






we an read of the orbifold Gromov-Witten invariants, see [3℄[9℄, from our results, as in the table
below.
16
Some of the results beyond g = 0 have been onrmed in [9℄.
5. KP1×P1 = O(−2,−2)→ P1 × P1
We are onsidering the non-ompat Calabi-Yau geometry O(−2,−2) → P1 × P1, i.e. the anon-
ial line bundle over the Hirzebruh surfae F0 = P
1 × P1. This loal model an be obtained
16
It orrets some misprints in [3℄[9℄.
19





























































































Table 4.1: Low genus orbifold Gromov-Witten invariants Ng,d
from the ompat ellipti bration over F0 with ber X6(1, 2, 3). The three omplexied Kähler
volumes have the orresponding Mori one generators (−6; 3, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0; 0, 0,−2, 1, 0, 1, 0),
(0; 0, 0,−2, 0, 1, 0, 1). Roughly, in the loal limit the volume of the ellipti ber is send to innity.
The B-model mirror desription of the loal geometry is enoded in a Riemann surfae with a mero-
morphi dierential as pointed out before.
Aording to [27℄ and using the above mentioned harge vetors, one an derive a Piard-Fuhs
system governing the periods of the global mirror geometry. They are given by
D1 = Θ1(Θ1 − 2Θ2 − 2Θ3)− 18z1(1 + 6Θ1)(5 + 6Θ1)
D2 = Θ22 + z2(1−Θ1 + 2Θ2 + 2Θ3)(Θ1 − 2Θ2 − 2Θ3)
D3 = Θ23 + z3(1−Θ1 + 2Θ2 + 2Θ3)(Θ1 − 2Θ2 − 2Θ3),
(5.1)
where we denote the logarithmi derivative by Θi = zi
∂
∂zi
. z1 is the omplex struture parameter
dual to the Kähler parameter of the ellipti ber tF. The loal limit is obtained by sending this
parameter to zero, z1 → 0.
Now let us turn to the non-ompat geometry. The tori data of loal F0 is summarized in the




0 0 1 −2 −2
1 0 1 1 0
0 −1 1 0 1
−1 0 1 1 0




From there we onlude the following quantities as was explained in setion 2.2. C
(0)
ijk denote the
lassial triple intersetion numbers. They, as well as
∫
M c2Ji, were omputed using tori geometry.
a) Q1 = (−2, 1, 0, 1, 0), Q2 = (−2, 0, 1, 0, 1)
b) Z = {x1 = x3 = 0} ∪ {x2 = x4 = 0}
c) M = (C5[x0, · · · , x4] \ Z)/(C∗)2
d) H(x, y) = y2 − x3 − (1− 4z1 − 4z2)x2 − 16z1z2x
e) D1 = Θ21 − 2z1(Θ1 +Θ2)(1 + 2Θ1 + 2Θ2)
D2 = Θ22 − 2z2(Θ1 +Θ2)(1 + 2Θ1 + 2Θ2)







112 = −14 , C
(0)













H(x, y) = 0 denes a family of ellipti urves Σ(z1, z2) whose j-funtion is given by
j(z1, z2) =
((1− 4z1 − 4z2)2 − 48z1z2)3
z21z
2
2(1− 8(z1 + z2) + 16(z1 − z2)2)
. (5.4)
5.1. Review of the moduli spae M
The moduli spae, M, of the loal Calabi-Yau O(−2,−2) → P1 × P1 is spanned by two Kähler
moduli ontrolling the sizes of the two P1's. The B-model mirror desription of this geometry an be
expressed through a Riemann surfae together with a meromorphi dierential. The meromorphi
dierential is the redution of the holomorphi three-form of the mirror geometry to a one-form
living on a Riemann surfae as desribed in setion 2.2. In our partiular ase we get a genus one
Riemann surfae with two non-trivial yles. Apart from these the meromorphi dierential has a
residue arising from integration over a ertain trivial yle. Together these periods parameterize
the two omplex struture moduli whih are mirror to the two Kähler moduli of the original model.
The period integrals satisfy two linear dierential equations of order two, given by the Piard-Fuhs
operators. It is well known that these periods an at worse have logarithmi singularities. The
singular lous in the moduli spae an be obtained by alulating the disriminant of the Piard-
Fuhs system (5.3). This yields
z1z2
(
1− 8(z1 + z2) + 16(z1 − z2)2
)
=: z1z2∆ = 0. (5.5)
One sees that the singular lous splits into three irreduible omponents given by the divisors z1 = 0,
z2 = 0 and ∆ = 0. The moduli z1, z2 are ompatied to P
2
.
At the large omplex struture point L1 ∩ L2, two of the periods, t1 = log(z1) + O(z) and t2 =
log(z2)+O(z), give the lassial large Kähler volumes of the two P1. As C touhes L1 at z2 = 14 , L2
at z1 =
1
4 and I at u =
z1
z1+z2
= 12 and all intersetions are with ontat order two, the Piard-Fuhs
system annot be solved around these points in moduli spae. Therefore, the moduli spae has to be
blown up around these points so that all divisors have normal rossings. This is done by introduing
21
E1
L1 = {z1 = 0}
L2 = {z2 = 0}









Figure 2: Resolved Moduli Spae of F0
two new divisors at eah of these points whih is depited in gure 2. More details about this moduli
spae an be found in [1℄. For us the most relevant points are I ∩ F whih is a Z2 orbifold point
admitting a matrix model expansion, and the onifold lous C, relevant for xing the holomorphi
ambiguity of the free energy funtions.
5.2. Solving the topologial string on loal F0 at large radius
By the method of Frobenius one an alulate the periods eliminated by the Piard-Fuhs system.
As the harge vetors are hosen suh that they span the Mori one, the periods are alulated at
the large radius point of the moduli spae M(M). It is well known that the regular solution for
this loal model is simply ω0(z, 0) = 1. Therefore the mirror map is equal to the single logarithmi
solution and given by
2πiT1(z1, z2) = log z1 + 2(z1 + z2) + 3(z
2













2πiT2(z1, z2) = log z2 + 2(z1 + z2) + 3(z
2














By inverting the above series we arrive at (Qi = e
2πiTi
)
z1(Q1, Q2) = Q1 − 2(Q21 +Q1Q2) + 3(Q31 +Q1Q22)− 4(Q41 +Q31Q2 +Q21Q22 +Q1Q32) +O(Q5)
z2(Q1, Q2) = Q2 − 2(Q1Q2 +Q22) + 3(Q21Q2 +Q32)− 4(Q31Q2 +Q21Q22 +Q1Q32 +Q42) +O(Q5).
(5.7)
We observe that the following ombination does not reeive any instanton orretions whih an be






= e2πi(T1−T2) =: Qx1 , (5.8)
22




and x2 = z2, as well as Q
x














2 − 2Qx22 +Qx1Qx22 + 3Qx23 +O(Q4).
(5.9)
The next step is to determine the Yukawa ouplings. Four independent ombinations are
C111 =
(1− 4z2)2 − 16z1(1 + z1)
4z31∆
, C112 =









(1− 4z1)2 − 16z1(1 + z2)
4z32∆
. (5.10)
The numerator is xed by the help of the known lassial triple intersetion numbers as well as the
genus zero GV invariants, whereas the denominator is xed by the Piard-Fuhs system. Note, that
the Yukawa ouplings are of the well-known struture, i.e. a rational funtion in the zi's multiplied
by the inverse of the disriminant. Here we note, that in loal models the hoie of the lassial data
is ruial for the suess of diret integration. This is due to the fat, that one an obtain the right
GV invariants for dierent hoies of C(0) and
∫
c2J . However, if one does not use onsistent data,
higher genus alulations beome wrong or even impossible. In ontrast, the dependene on some
Euler number drops out ompletely, as it does not eet the GV invariants. In this work we simply
set χ to zero.
Using the ansatz (3.1) for the free energy funtion of genus one and the lassial data
∫
c2Ji as well
as the known genus one GV invariants we are able to x the holomorphi ambiguity at genus one,























In order to perform the method of diret integration, we have to alulate the propagator and express
all quantities whih arry non-holomorphi information through our propagators. As a rst step the




, f˜112 = −
1
4z2
, f˜122 = 0,









where all other ombinations follow by symmetry. We note that the propagator has only one inde-




















1 − 2z31 − 2z21z2 − 8z31z2 − 32z41z2 + O(z6). This is due to the fat, that the
mirror geometry is solely determined by the ellipti urve Σ(z1, z2), whih has only one relevant
ellipti parameter τ . The dependene on a seond parameter is due to a non-vanishing residue of
the meromorphi dierential on Σ(z1, z2).
Often it is onvenient and also more natural to perform the alulations in the oordinates x1, x2,




, Γ112 = 0, Γ
1
22 = 0.
Noting, that from the tensorial transformation law of the propagator and the relation (3.8) the
















, f˜212 = −
1
4x1




where all other ombinations are either 0 or follow by symmetry. As Γ1ij = −f˜1ij we observe that the
propagator takes the following simple form S11 = S12 = S21 = 0 and S22 =
x22
2 −2x32−2x1x32+O(x5).
In addition, we x the holomorphi ambiguity of the ovariant derivative of Sij , (3.7), and obtain
f111 = −18z1(1 + 4z1 − 4z2), f121 = −18z2(1 + 4z1 − 4z2), f221 = −
z22
8z1
(1 + 4z1 − 4z2),




(1 + 4z2 − 4z1), f122 = −18z1(1 + 4z2 − 4z1), f222 = −18z2(1 + 4z2 − 4z1),
(5.15)
where all other ombinations follow by symmetry. Further we an express the ovariant derivative











Note, that in ontrast to an one parameter model like in setion 4 the holomorphi ambiguity
Ai = ∂i(a˜j log∆j + b˜j log zj) in (5.16) annot be set to zero. More generally, in the loal models
we are onsidering here the geometry of the B-model is enoded in a Riemann surfae of genus one
whose moduli spae admits only one quasimodular form of weight 2, namely the seond Eisenstein
series. Therefore and from the disussions in the ase of loal P2 in the previous setion we expet
there to be a oordinate system in whih the propagator is proportional to the seond Eisenstein
series. The relevant oordinate system is given by the x-oordinates in whih it is allowed to set all
but one omponent of the propagator to zero and subsequently one an use (3.9) and (3.1) to solve
for this non-zero omponent. Now, in the multi-parameter ase this gives, for eah diretion of the
derivative of F1 w.r.t. zi, h
2,1
equations on a˜j , b˜j . In this and the following example, we are luky
as these onstraints x the parameters ompletely. In addition one arrives at a series expansion for
the non-vanishing omponent of Sij . This an be used to x all ambiguities in the model as rational
funtions of the zi with poles only at the singular divisors of the Piard-Fuhs system.
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Now, all input to perform diret integration is provided and applying this method we are able to
determine Fg for genus g up to four. Using that loal F0 has a disriminant with deg∆ = 2 and we
an further redue the number of oeients in Ag due to symmetry in z1 and z2, one an easily
alulate, that at genus g there are (2g − 1)2 unknowns in the holomorphi ambiguity. Therefore
genus four orresponds to xing 49 oeients in the holomorphi ambiguity fg =
Ag
∆2g−2 . They are
determined by the gap ondition at the onifold lous and the known onstant map ontributions.
We will further omment on this in the next setion.

















where the ambiguity f2 =
A2
∆2
is xed by the following hoie
A2 =− 1
1440
(25− 258z1 + 696z21 + 416z31 − 2688z41 − 258z2 + 2768z1z2 − 6560z21z2 − 1536z31z2
+ 696z22 − 6560z1z22 + 8448z21z22 + 416z32 − 1536z1z32 − 2688z42).
(5.18)
The solution around the onifold is desribed in the next setion. The GV invariants an be found
in the appendix B. They are in aord with [2℄ as far as they have been omputed.
5.3. Solving the topologial string on loal F0 at the onifold lous
Our next task is to solve the Piard-Fuhs equations around the onifold lous. In order to do
that we hoose some onvenient point on the lous and dene variables whih are good oordinates
around this point. In our ase we hoose the point to be z1 =
1
16 , z2 =
1
16 . As one an easily hek
inserting these numbers into the disriminant yields zero. To nd the right variables we have to be
areful as their gradients at the relevant point must not be olinear. The following hoie will do
the job
zc,1 = 1− z1
z2
, zc,2 = 1− z21
8 − z1
. (5.19)
We transform the Piard-Fuhs system to the above oordinates and nd the following polynomial
solutions
ωc0 = 1,
ωc1 = − log(1− zc,1),
ωc2 = zc,2 +
1
16
(2z2c,1 + 8zc,1zc,2 + 13z
2





Figure 3: Conifold oordinates
As mirror oordinates we take tc,1 := ω
c
1 and tc,2 := ω
c
2. Inverting these series gives the following
mirror map
zc,1(tc,1, tc,2) = 1− e−tc,1 ,
zc,2(tc,1, tc,2) = tc,2 − 1
16
(t2c,1 + 8tc,1tc,2 + 13t
2
c,2) +O(t5c). (5.21)







= pcon whereas {zc,2 = 0}
is tangential (see gure 3). Therefore zc,1 parameterizes the tangential diretion to the onifold lous
at pcon in moduli spae and zc,2 the normal one. Hene we expet the at mirror oordinate tc,2 to
be ontrolling the size of the shrinking yle at pcon, thus tc,2 should appear in inverse powers in the
expansion of the free energies.
Transforming the Yukawa ouplings, the Christoel symbols and the holomorphi ambiguities f˜ to
the onifold oordinates we obtain the propagator around this lous. In the hoie of our oordinates










Assuming the gap ondition holds, we are able to x all but one oeients of the holomorphi
ambiguity. Expanding the free energies at the large radius point in moduli spae the onstant map
ontribution xes the last unknown, i.e. we observe that the gap ondition yields at genus two 8 out
of 9 unknowns, at genus three 24 out of 25 unknowns, et. Our results up to genus four are given
26













































5.4. Solving the topologial string on loal F0 at the orbifold point
As we have noted already there exists an orbifold point in the moduli spae M at whih we an
ompare our results with the known matrix model expansions.
At this point we expand the periods in the loal variables









Transforming the Piard-Fuhs system to these oordinates and solving it, we obtain the following
set of periods
ωo0 = 1,
ωo1 = − log(1− zo,1),

















We dene the mirror map to be given by the rst two periods
to,1 := ω
o
1, to,2 := ω
o
2, (5.25)
and will express the B-model orrelators in terms of these oordinates. In order to invert the mirror




= zo,2 +O(z2o). Inverting these we obtain
zo,1(t˜o,1) = 1− e−t˜o,1 ,










whih together form the mirror map at the orbifold point in moduli spae.
Transforming the Yukawa ouplings, the Christoel symbols and the holomorphi ambiguities f˜ to
the orbifold oordinates we obtain the propagator around this lous. In the hoie of our oordinates




(t2o,2 − t2o,1) +
1
6144
(t4o,1 − 6t2o,1t2o,2 + 5t4o,2) +O(t5o).
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In order to math the matrix model expansion one has to hoose appropriate oordinates. As
explained in [1℄ the right variables S1, S2 that math the 't Hooft parameters on the matrix model




(to,1 + to,2), S2 =
1
4
(to,1 − to,2). (5.27)
In addition the overall normalization of the all genus partition funtion F =∑g g2g−2s Fg has to be
determined. By omparing to the matrix model one gets, that the string oupling on the topologial
side, gtops , is related to the oupling on the matrix model side, gˆs, by the identiation g
top
s = 2igˆs.























































The genus two results are in aord with [1℄, genus three orrets the misprints in this artile and
genus four is a predition on the matrix model.
5.5. Relation to the family of ellipti urves
At the beginning of this setion we pointed out, that H(x, y) = 0 denes a family of ellipti urves
Σ(z1, z2) whose j-funtion is given by
j(z1, z2) =
((1− 4z1 − 4z2)2 − 48z1z2)3
z21z
2
2(1− 8(z1 + z2) + 16(z1 − z2)2)
. (5.29)
Using the usual j-funtion desription (A.11) one an establish a relation between the ellipti pa-

























τ = 4∂tx,2∂tx,2F0, ∂tx,2τ = −4Ctx,2tx,2tx,2 , (5.31)




, whih hints at that the not instanton orreted parameter
x1 or Q
x
1 , respetively, is merely an auxiliary parameter.
[3℄ work with an isogenous desription of Σ(z1, z2). They use the Segre embedding of P
1 × P1 into
P3 given by the map




1]) 7→ [X0 : X1 : X2 : X3] = [x0x′0, x1x′0, x0x′1, x1x′1], (5.32)




1] are homogeneous oordinates of the P
1
's and X0, . . . ,X3 are homoge-
neous oordinates of P3. Then Σ˜(z˜1, z˜2) is given by the omplete intersetion of P
1 × P1, dened
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by X0X3 −X1X2, with the hypersurfae given by X20 + z˜1X21 +X22 + z˜2X23 +X0X3. Its j-funtion
reads
˜(z˜1, z˜2) =
((1− 4z˜1 − 4z˜2)2 + 192z˜1z˜2)3
z˜1z˜2(1− 8(z˜1 + z˜2) + 16(z˜1 − z˜2)2)2 . (5.33)
Dening q˜ = e2πiτ˜ we an alulate that τ˜ = ∂tx,2∂tx,2F0, i.e. their modular parameters are related
by a simple resaling by a fator of 4
τ = 4τ˜ . (5.34)
This transfers to a resaling of the periods of the ellipti urve, similar to the disussion in setion
4.4.
With this input it is possible to write the full non-holomorphi F1 as
F1 = − log
√
τ˜2η(τ˜ )η¯(¯˜τ). (5.35)
6. KF1 = O(−2,−3)→ F1
We are onsidering the non-ompat Calabi-Yau geometry O(−2,−3) → F1, i.e. the anonial line




1 denotes the rst del Pezzo surfae, i.e.
P2 with one blow up. This loal model an be obtained again from the ompat ellipti bration
over F1 with ber X6(1, 2, 3). The three omplexied Kähler volumes have the orresponding Mori
one generators (−6; 3, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0; 0, 0,−1, 1,−1, 1, 0), (0; 0, 0,−2, 0, 1, 0, 1).
A Piard-Fuhs system governing the periods of the global mirror geometry is given by
D1 = Θ1(Θ1 − 2Θ2 −Θ3)− 18z1(1 + 6Θ1)(5 + 6Θ1)
D2 = Θ2(Θ2 −Θ3)− z2(−1 + Θ1 − 2Θ2 −Θ3)(Θ1 − 2Θ2 −Θ3)
D3 = Θ23 − z3(Θ1 − 2Θ2 −Θ3)(Θ2 −Θ3).
(6.1)





0 0 1 −2 −1
1 0 1 1 0
−1 −1 1 0 1
−1 0 1 1 −1




From there we onlude the following quantities
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a) Q1 = (−2, 1, 0, 1, 0), Q2 = (−1, 0, 1,−1, 1)
b) Z = {x1 = x3 = 0} ∪ {x2 = x4 = 0}
c) M = (C5[x0, · · · , x4] \ Z)/(C∗)2
d) H(x, y) = y2 − x3 − (1− 4z1)x2 + 8z1z2x− 16z21z22
e) D1 = Θ1(Θ1 −Θ2)− z1(2Θ1 +Θ2)(1 + 2Θ1 + 2Θ2)
D2 = Θ22 − z2(Θ2 −Θ1)(2Θ1 +Θ2)
∆ = (1− 4z1)2 − z2(1− 36z1 + 27z1z2)
f) C
(0)
111 = −13 , C
(0)
112 = −13 , C
(0)













H(x, y) = 0 denes a family of ellipti urves Σ(z1, z2) whose j-funtion is given by
j(z1, z2) =
((1− 4z1)2 + 24z1z2)3
z31z
2
2((1− 4z1)2 − z2(1− 36z1 + 27z1z2))
. (6.4)
6.1. Solving the topologial string on loal F1 at large radius
The mirror map at the point of large radius is given by
2πiT1(z1, z2) = log z1 + 2z1 + 3z
2
1 − 4z1z2 + 203 z31 + 24z21z2 +O(z4)




1 − 2z1z2 + 103 z31 +−12z21z2 +O(z4).
(6.5)
Inverting the series we obtain for Qi = e
2πiTi
z1(Q1, Q2) = Q1 − 2Q21 + 3Q31 + 4Q21Q2 − 4(Q41 +Q31Q2) +O(Q5)
z2(Q1, Q2) = Q2 −Q1Q2 +Q21Q2 + 2Q1Q22 −Q31Q2 +O(Q5).
(6.6)






= e2πi(T1−2T2) =: Qx1 . (6.7)
Dening further Qx2 := Q2 and x1 =
z1
z22














2 −Qx1Qx23 + 2Qx1Qx24 +O(Q6).
(6.8)
The Yukawa ouplings an be xed through the relation ∂Ti∂Tj∂TkF0 = CTiTjTk and the known
genus zero GV invariants up to a dependene on one unxed parameter. This unxed parameter
an be determined by the fat that there exists a limit of loal F1 to loal P
2
, as F1 = BP
2
1. This
blow-down limit an be seen by omparing the two j-funtions (6.4),(4.3) and turns out to be
z1 → 0, with z1z2 = z xed.
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Using tori geometry it is only possible to determine an one-parameter family of lassial intersetion numbers
C
(0)
ijk, resulting in an one-parameter family for
R
M
c2Ji. Their orret values are xed by a limiting proedure of
loal F1 = BP
2
1 to loal P
2
whih is desribed below.
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We obtain the following Yukawa ouplings
C111 =
−1− 4z21 + z2 − z1(7− 6z2)
3z31∆
, C112 =




z2(1− 12z1)− (1− 4z1)2
3z1z22∆
, C222 =
2(1− 4z1)2 + z2(1− 60z1)
3z32∆
. (6.9)
The next step is to determine the propagators of loal F1. This is best done in x oordinates, where




, Γ112 = 0, Γ
1
22 = 0. (6.10)
Choosing f˜111 = − 1x1 , f˜112 = 0, f˜121 = 0, f˜122 = 0, one nds from (3.8) that S11, S12 are immediately




, f˜211 = −
x2
12x21∆x








(20 − 21x2 − 176x1x22 + 828x1x32 − 648x1x42 + 384x21x42),
(6.11)
where ∆x denotes the disriminant in x oordinates and all other ombinations of f˜
i
jk are either zero
or follow by symmetry. This singles out one non-vanishing propagator only, given by S22(x1, x2) =
x22























1z2 +O(z6). This again has a similar form as in the ase
of loal F0.
In addition, we x the holomorphi ambiguity of the ovariant derivative of Sij , (3.7), and obtain,








(8− 9x2)(1− 8x1x22 + 24x1x32 + 16x21x42).
(6.13)
The f jki in z oordinates are again obtained after tensor transformation.

































we nd that Ai = ∂iA and









Now, we are prepared to perform the diret integration proedure. Demanding the gap at the
onifold and using further the known onstant map ontributions we are able to x the ambiguities
up to genus three. In this more general two parameter model with one disriminant omponent of
degree three the number of oeients in Ag is(
(2g − 2) deg∆ + 2
2
)
= 10− 27g + 18g2, (6.17)
i.e. at genus three we have to x 91 oeients in the holomorphi ambiguity.
The invariants an be found in the appendix B. The solutions around the onifold lous are desribed
in the next setion.
6.2. Solving the topologial string on loal F1 at the onifold lous
In order to apply the gap ondition in this example, we have to transform and solve the Piard-Fuhs
system at a spei point on the onifold lous. We make the hoie z1 = 2, z2 = −12 . Again we
dene two variables whih vanish at this point
zc,1 = 1− z2−14(z1 − 2)− 12
, zc,2 = 1− z2
4(z1 − 2)− 12
. (6.18)
zc,1 is a oordinate normal to the onifold divisor and zc,2 desribes a tangential diretion. Trans-
forming the Piard-Fuhs system to these oordinates we nd the following set of periods:
ωc0 = 1,



















Next, we an express the zc,i through the mirror oordinates tc,1 := ω
c


























Transforming the Yukawa ouplings, the Christoel symbols and the holomorphi ambiguities f˜ to
the onifold oordinates we obtain the propagator around this lous. In the hoie of our oordinates






































Again the gap ondition in ombination with the known leading behavior at the large radius point
sues to x all oeients in the holomorphi ambiguity. From the onifold alone we get at genus



























6.3. Relation to the family of ellipti urves
Starting point is again the j-funtion of Σ(z1, z2) whih we will repeat here
j(z1, z2) =
((1− 4z1)2 + 24z1z2)3
z31z
2
2((1− 4z1)2 − z2(1− 36z1 + 27z1z2))
. (6.23)
Using again the usual j-funtion desription (A.11) one an establish a relation between the ellipti











2 − z31z32 − 60z41z32 +O(z8). (6.24)
We observe that
τ = ∂tx,2∂tx,2F0, ∂tx,2τ = −Ctx,2tx,2tx,2 , (6.25)




, whih hints at that the not instanton orreted parameter
x1 or Q
x
1 , respetively, is merely an auxiliary parameter. As in the previous ases it is possible to
write the full non-holomorphi F1 as
F1 = − log√τ2η(τ)η¯(τ¯ ) +A, (6.26)
where A is given by (6.16).
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7. Summary and further diretions
In this artile we nd onvining evidene that losed topologial string theories on non-ompat
Calabi-Yau spaes whose mirror an be redued to Riemann surfaes is ompletely integrable using
the holomorphi anomaly equation and the gap at the divisors at whih a single yle vanishes.
The physial argument for the gap from the loal form of the eetive ation in the presene of a
single blak hole hypermultiplet state that beomes massless at the nodal singularity [30℄ applies
also after the deompatiation limit. The massless hypermultiplet is now a dyoni hypermultiplet
of a rigid 4d theory. This extends in partiular to the geometri engineering limits, whih leads to
N = 2 supersymmetri gauge theories in 4d. Indeed the gap was found in simple Seiberg-Witten
theories [28℄ and it made the holomorphi anomaly equations integrable in these ases.
Generally there are two sorts of parameters assoiated to the geometry (Σg, λ). There are r parame-
ters, whih are given by periods over H1(Σg). The monodromy ats on them and T duality requires
that their ourrene in higher genus amplitudes is organized in terms of almost holomorphi mod-
ular forms, whih orrespond to non-trivial omponents of the propagators Sij . Further there might
be m parameters enoding the non-vanishing residua of the meromorphi form λ. The monodromy
ats trivially on them. In mathematis they are referred to as isomonodromi deformations. We
nd that they our in rational expressions in the amplitudes.
In Seiberg-Witten theory the r parameters orrespond to the number of U(1) vetor multiplets in
the Coulomb phase, while m parameters are the masses of perturbative hypermultiplets. Similar del
Pezzo surfaes with 1 +m Kähler parameters have genus one mirror urves and we ould identify
the one parameter that orresponds to an integral over H1(Σ1) and the m residue parameters by
hoosing a parameterization in whih we have only one non-trivial propagator. In all ases we found
by a loal analysis of the gap ondition near the disriminant omponents with single vanishing yle
that there are suiently many onditions to solve the theory. For Seiberg-Witten theories with
matter elds this has been established in [29℄.
In reent years strong relations between topologial string theory on loal Calabi-Yau manifolds and
matrix models and other integrable strutures suh as Chern-Simons theory have been disovered.
These developments have been exellently reviewed in [37℄[40℄.
In partiular [11℄[15℄ show that rigid speial geometry, whih is essential in making the ring of the
propagators lose under derivatives (setion 3), is an intrinsi property of the multi ut matrix model
if the lling frations are onsidered as parameters. Further it was argued in [18℄ that the method
of solving the reursive loop equation using the Bergman kernel and the kernel dierentials of [17℄
an be made modular by adding a non-holomorphi modular ompletion to the Bergmann kernel.
It was further shown in [18℄ that this ompletion makes the formalism of [17℄ ompatible with the
holomorphi anomaly equation. The modular property has not yet been derived within the matrix
model. In fat the analysis of [18℄ is inspired by the way modularity is realized in the higher genus
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expansion of topologial string theory on non-ompat Calabi-Yau and Seiberg-Witten theory [3℄[28℄,
where T or S duality is an intrinsi property. In any ase it is lear that the matrix model orrelation
funtions in the
1
N2 expansions fulll the holomorphi anomaly equations. Moreover [38℄ applies the
formalism of [17℄ to loal mirror urves and suessfully heks expansions of losed and open low
genus amplitudes large against A-model alulations. This leads to the expetation that the Fg for
many multi-ut matrix models are solvable using the modular properties of the spetral urve and
the gap ondition.
To summarize we have good evidene that the holomorphi anomaly equation and the gap onditions
solve the losed amplitudes for the following ases: non-ompat Calabi-Yau with mirror urves,
Seiberg-Witten theories and for many multi ut matrix models. What makes the laim plausible in
general is that the Riemann surfaes have in the o-dimension one lous in the moduli spae just
one type of degeneration, the nodal degeneration, whih exhibits as loal property the gap behavior.
E.g. SU(N) theories an be degenerated to SU(N1) × . . . × SU(Nk) theories, with
∑k
i=1Ni = N
by strething higher genus omponents of the urve apart. Suh operations an not aet the loal
leading behavior of Fg near the pinhing yles and for Ni = 2 the gap is established [28℄.
Due to a more extensive use of the symmetry the method outlined here is more eient then any
other to alulate the Fg for high g and provides global expressions instead of loal expansions.
Combined with numerial analysis of asymptoti expansions this has appliations in investigations
of non-perturbative ompletions of topologial string theory [39℄[19℄. Understanding the role of
holomorphiity and modularity, whih are the basis of our approah, ould give deisive hints for
suh ompletions.
One might further speulate that the approah extends to open strings. The open string version of the
holomorphi anomaly equation in the presene of open string moduli has yet some problems
18
[18℄.
The open string variables are not subjet to modular transformations and in this sense similar to the
m residue parameters. But in the open ase we have so far not understood how to provide enough
boundary onditions to make the holomorphi anomaly approah ompletely integrable. For the
open string on ompat Calabi-Yau spaes without open string moduli no partiular struture has
been found at the boundary of the losed string moduli spae [42℄.
Extrating the full onstraints from the loal analysis of the multi parameter gap ondition is also
relevant to multi parameter global Calabi-Yau spaes and ould lead to integrability of these systems.
Dierent then in the one parameter ases where the situation has been analyzed in [30℄[26℄[23℄ one an
employ here further known limits suh as the large base limit in K3 brations, in whih formulas for
the all genus generating funtions of GW invariants have been mathematially rigorously established
in [36℄.
18
We thank Maros Mariño for a disussion on the issue.
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A. Modular anomaly versus holomorphi anomaly
Physially the amplitudes Fg of the topologial string are invariant under the spae-time modular
group Γ of the target spae. This is the most important restrition on these funtions. The niest
ase is when the B-model geometry is a family of ellipti urves. Then Γ is a subgroup of SL(2,Z)
and the lassial theory of modular forms applies. We will reapitulate below the relevant aspets of
SL(2,Z) almost holomorphi modular forms. This gives some insight in the interplay between the
breaking of the modularity and the breaking of holomorphiity. The dierent modular forms that
we need for the general families of ellipti urves, i.e. general two ut matrix models, follow from
the Piard-Fuhs equations. The relation between the Piard-Fuhs equations and modular forms
is again a lassial subjet, whih has been beautifully reviewed in [45℄.
A.1. PSL(2,Z) modular forms
We dene q := e2πiτ , with τ ∈ H+ = {τ ∈ C | Im(τ) = 12i(τ − τ¯) > 0} and the projetive ation







| ad− bc = 1, a, b, c, d ∈ Z
}
on H+ by
τ 7→ τγ = aτ + b
cτ + d
, (A.1)










Modular forms of Γ1 transform as
fk(τγ) = (cτ + d)
kfk(τ) (A.3)
with weight k ∈ Z for all τ ∈ H+ and γ ∈ Γ1, are meromorphi for τ ∈ H+ and grow like O(eCIm(τ))
for Im(τ) → ∞ and O(eC/Im(τ)) for Im(τ) → 0 with C > 0. A strategy to build modular forms of










It is easy to see that this expression transforms like (A.3), onverges absolutely for k > 2 and
vanishes for k odd. In the standard denition of the Eisenstein series Ek the sum runs over oprime





. One shows ([45℄)
the entral fat that E4, E6 (or G4,G6 of ourse) generate freely the graded (by k) ring of modular
forms M∗(Γ1).
Still one may spot two shortomings. Firstly the ring M∗(Γ1) does not lose under any dier-











(mτ+n)k |mτ+n|ǫ after whih it is possible to dene G2 = limǫ→0G2,ǫ. Then all Gk,

























the Bernoulli numbers Bk, e.g. B2 =
1




Very muh like in QFT the regularization introdues an anomaly in the symmetry transformation
so that E2 transforms
E2(τγ) = (cτ + d)
2E2(τ)− 6ic
π
(cτ + d) (A.6)
with an inhomogeneous term.





(E22 − E4), dτE4 =
1
3
(E2E4 − E6), dτE6 = 1
2
(E2E6 − E24) . (A.7)
Using (A.2) and (A.6) we see that the inhomogeneous terms in (A.2,A.6) anel so that
Eˆ2(τ) = E2(τ)− 3
πIm(τ)
(A.8)
transforms like a modular form of weight 2, albeit not a holomorphi one. (Eˆ2, E4, E6) form the ring
of almost holomorphi modular forms of Γ1. The latter loses under the Maass derivative, whih







and maps Dτ :M!k →M!k+2. Note that the equations (A.7) hold with dτ replaed by Dτ and E2(τ)
replaed by Eˆ2(τ). This Maass derivative orresponds to the ovariant derivative that appears in
topologial string theory (3.2).
From the physial point of view there seems the following story behind these well known mathemat-
ial fats. The holomorphi propagator, whih an be made proportional to E2, see (4.47) needs
some regularization, whih breaks T duality. The latter is restored by adding the non-holomorphi
term (A.8). The modular anomaly and the holomorphi anomaly are in this sense ounterparts,
whih annot both be realized at least perturbatively. T -duality is physially better motivated.
Attempts in the literature, e.g. in an interesting paper [19℄, to dene a holomorphi and modular
19
Note that the Eisenstein series start with oeient 1.
38
non-perturbative ompletion by summing over orbits seem to make sense only if absolute onvergene
in the moduli is established, whih is hard.
F1 is an index, whih is nite for smooth ompat spaes. It diverges therefore only from singular
ongurations, that our if e.g. the disriminant of the ellipti urve given below for the Weierstrass
form y2 = 4x3 − 3xE4 +E6
∆(τ) = η24(τ) = q
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)24 = 1
1728
(E34(τ)− E26(τ)) , (A.10)







+ 744 + 196884q + 21493760q2 +O(q3) . (A.11)
It follows from (A.3) that η(τγ) = (cτ + d)
1





Further from (A.2) we see that
√























B. Gopakumar-Vafa invariants of loal Calabi-Yau manifolds
39
g\d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
0 3 -6 27 -192 1695 -17064 188454 -2228160 27748899 -360012150 4827935937 -66537713520 938273463465
1 0 0 -10 231 -4452 80948 -1438086 25301295 -443384578 7760515332 -135854179422 2380305803719 -41756224045650
2 0 0 0 -102 5430 -194022 5784837 -155322234 3894455457 -93050366010 2145146041119 -48109281322212 1055620386953940
3 0 0 0 15 -3672 290853 -15363990 649358826 -23769907110 786400843911 -24130293606924 698473748830878 -19298221675559646
4 0 0 0 0 1386 -290400 29056614 -2003386626 109496290149 -5094944994204 210503102300868 -7935125096754762 278055282896359878
5 0 0 0 0 -270 196857 -40492272 4741754985 -396521732268 26383404443193 -1485630816648252 73613315148586317 -3295843339183602162
6 0 0 0 0 21 -90390 42297741 -8802201084 1156156082181 -111935744536416 8698748079113310 -572001241783007370 32970159716836634586
7 0 0 0 0 0 27538 -33388020 12991744968 -2756768768616 395499033672279 -42968546119317066 3786284014554551293 -283123099266200799858
8 0 0 0 0 0 -5310 19956294 -15382690248 5434042220973 -1177301126712306 181202644392392127 -21609631514881755756 2112545679539410950111
9 0 0 0 0 0 585 -9001908 14696175789 -8925467876838 2978210177817558 -658244675887405242 107311593188998164015 -13822514517126743782638
10 0 0 0 0 0 -28 3035271 -11368277886 12289618988434 -6445913624274390 2074294284130247058 -466990545532708577390 79879064190633923380059
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 -751218 7130565654 -14251504205448 12001782164043306 -5702866358492557440 1791208287019324701495 -410078597629344199822644
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 132201 -3624105918 13968129299517 -19310842755095748 13744538465609779287 -6085017394087513680618 1879279054884558476271255
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 -15636 1487970738 -11600960414160 26952467292328782 -29157942375100015002 18384612378910358924791 -7719669723503111567547498
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 1113 -490564242 8178041540439 -32736035592797946 54641056077839878893 -49578782776769125835658 28526676358086583457401470
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 -36 128595720 -4896802729542 34693175820656421 -90735478019244786786 119723947998685791289164 -95133281572651610511963924
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -26398788 2489687953666 -32151370513161966 133885726253316075984 -259634731498425150837576 287135121651412378735811628
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4146627 -1073258752968 26099440805196660 -175976406401479949154 506961721474582218552270 -786399027397491244523992902
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -480636 391168899747 -18580932613650624 206477591201198965488 -893407075206205808615238 1959017333330728105822648251
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 38703 -120003463932 11609627766170547 -216671841840838260606 1424048002136300951108030 -4448639278908209789290494420
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1932 30788199027 -6367395873587820 203674311322868998065 -2057099617415644933602618 9227698060582367238347571297
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 -6546191256 3064262549419899 -171730940091766865658 2697839037217627321703085 -17516854338718408479048652494
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1138978170 -1292593922494452 130015073789764141299 -3217397468483821476968358 30484235431876601864618838477
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -159318126 477101143946277 -88451172530198637924 3494176460021369389735746 -48714141405866403558298334202
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17465232 -153692555590206 54098277648908454123 -3460084190968494003073062 71589014392836043739746597686
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1444132 43057471189239 -29751302949160261398 3127576636374963802648718 -96883378729032302906983199856
26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 84636 -10441089412308 14709694749741501501 -2582938330708242629937150 120896635270154811844637720853
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3132 2177999212647 -6535189635435373326 1950461493734929553600580 -139265452548367336541395204974
28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 55 -387688567518 2606677300588276035 -1347524558332336039964082 148248962783129110225181956473
29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 58269383541 -932238829973577348 852109374825775079556606 -145971211921687755538330192746
30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -7292193288 298408032566091294 -493309207337589509893062 133055268914412223044065820018
31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 745600245 -85297647759486510 261477149328500781917776 -112357587854133668267639057304
32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -60650490 21708810999461607 -126876156355185161374314 87952573421916830793908406099
33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3773652 -4901354114590566 56339101711825399890960 -63854998146538947089287681014
34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -168606 977233475777499 -22881258328195868502320 43014954675567051362685843069
35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4815 -171090302865948 8492649924309368930964 -26893867445735937777389156538
36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -66 26117674453665 -2877665040430021956492 15609149489150170649459123934
37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3445690553358 888968505074075552261 -8410678555930907126997555630
38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 388460380746 -249952226921825722236 4207181054847947125893653841
39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -36878620320 63836429603183934921 -1953390408100284549295950018
40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2891025822 -14772524364719546808 841584918442722082197039960
41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -182125500 3088415413809592461 -336303963530686998053325696
42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8859513 -581271967556317272 124578181981904234839792755
43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -312270 98073062075574517 -42747487172239308320629266
44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7095 -14758388168491098 13575203399517277381780818
45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -78 1968679573589997 -3985442773959057781888308
46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -231043750764510 1080285938069626293744591
47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23635158339861 -269941588355351530486098
48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2082988758060 62071685247348448583484
49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 155790863415 -13107037881479259880974
50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -9693024822 2535413161347832616322
51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 488072208 -448021340092704131004
52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -19105426 72081314665875044232
53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 545391 -10518282775104442896
54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -10098 1385776784546520000
55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 91 -163957628794736484
56 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17308773135965754
57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1617775223270352
58 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 132598956698970
59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -9417757882494
60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 570827232216
61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -28937028858
62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1193305917
63 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -38446296
64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 907638
65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -13962
66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 105
Table B.1: BPS numbers ngd of loal KP2
4
0
g\d 14 15 16
0 -13491638200194 197287568723655 -2927443754647296
1 733512068799924 -12903696488738656 227321059950010137
2 -22755110195405850 483361869975894765 -10141562289815822472
3 513289541565539286 -13226687073790872894 331823525571283260201
4 -9179532480730484952 288379973286696180135 -8687442794831017531164
5 135875843241729533613 -5230662528295888702200 190039036692844531945431
6 -1707886552705077581628 80979854504456065293006 -3563867463166417898028954
7 18542695412600660315361 -1088520963699453440916068 58282787779310795828265801
8 -176025683917043985316470 12859768243573241278178232 -841384783491737401244384802
9 1474526726447064266472180 -134757205470641562616231254 10821001300311246341021564538
10 -10977980889990531917192040 1261570911839587494149142842 -124874019649583355894388594860
11 73064685775641172550245287 -10612768147751995597000536768 1300522099010448259785204366045
12 -436819481534388188001943032 80609689831056406245089196399 -12282259406284392700728072598380
13 2355513273192090467243746317 -555076023119960500416799982130 105610021148696431180837019630313
14 -11497443929941810386360760836 3477350942096950595265747641307 -829670278849892181781849621379508
15 50957816625388139826624170478 -19879905201401719017710643014418 5973078056543810630750683669041915
16 -205652305240430396439317210640 104002483609117190050345885357888 -39514272034437878290981964700219558
17 757662182424151902292508060760 -499131780135424315237215856091700 240783170189880817347584410692217926
18 -2554172799784278307930353343650 2202490064957497348139065195375923 -1354480673392411243817417189322344568
19 7895754493218057420092021506113 -8954639504409724407149809525209876 7048138037612506058374426122985053006
20 -22427232411211780101200732425704 33609442420420363371558079371477897 -33989638359010910511829498976232173802
21 58641982305309178343956442671761 -116665374813978856919164270653965004 152177429687299045634195140398757281504
22 -141401208897408849912677957634426 375171975689925627795105702569276418 -633577305407951231393255913015258866196
23 314936293736322225639438406290906 -1119499786780134169488432381035973630 2456788969008030141112263866239290403350
24 -648914458538905816592788630323204 3104428455059919596365239612226837893 -8885705515250117005267140410756908248060
25 1238729525477721787558439282945913 -8011735505069380039747056004195148158 30017610322127336868268653017585124628509
26 -2193714849283185866296047977715732 19268553790789301424928605404355434727 -94840749609277896052768672110491634949896
27 3608707818428642570478628800173229 -43242261816789265741007295810748532346 280605057707017406909127007390466194394946
28 -5520883353409528317073211897355024 90663853802203137933306954643315253691 -778393014388590417238764984731393282887020
29 7863819793987212697365737198659608 -177798466610751232952320725159422435082 2026759853430165190102329620422860687585627
30 -10439407430615613012302526201362232 326485907378338211346720861587117970456 -4958833886852841391769716597979254624540758
31 12928610180341150034322836488952889 -561942547080213731914225348713239621740 11412550296076971807748473068781297451522425
32 -14950160344272093791582580675043770 907472899819981949341378110154809715179 -24731051682639273759928788064570383223587450
33 16155141195563338657676309047193424 -1376221833275547070832128586054735372508 50509111549196111473773779016577737498441600
34 -16325577147375427860973939656206328 1961693839492212348975823973760605178136 -97309453221413773043941215167796843939911898
35 15438699952211792461501868440272006 -2630351797529897275169582942504929641060 176998827962979419006632617735024028247509860
36 -13670950561519930299442634525960712 3320209617080744793536230682508683729616 -304207058486939035761632027745346701554392134
37 11341331254037410590805413778181826 -3948147707280064838262852891535570186660 494410094613580637022824637004569132261581337
38 -8818779760352979981093230774298768 4425711236123134040037125307810442778760 -760401137180328056132510682398249514096499842
39 6429899593697638377309898113128922 -4679494553303078534463778068219617270016 1107482602759799563288386448416485515421284059
40 -4397374036769751008463322908782910 4669652936832854394263463248975498878290 -1528462115056218114570979335500644097095534590
41 2821554211274109523679503985207847 -4400106254768736151728313032685539961182 2000160725563917132179905076326003637180892066
42 -1698912467948949129560869039953552 3916855379279461279221307993825696427649 -2483251708332362892319927253873288086259403006
43 960046155315203117418840808804773 -3295267219632260845527037781198777751564 2926577962952883339749137031574000966373245705
44 -509179555726352503519141063593888 2621111844486986451254604074365108363518 -3275713142668992052529309428415969231063023464
45 253451113819739835364074059798592 -1971812573451411885627749313392558182050 3483904701814212061038593283228132682075549932
46 -118389947168479890750632497410792 1403312933377004028862981565442973543528 -3522371316635229491247268462169458134757105464
47 51886065603954874404443957042232 -945053007338240357264153578599020565678 3386820173441323644547878165608589144769825167
48 -21329621619955768840911025552404 602357958352568601380177713664341213368 -3098153949612082982692311364945230932330343462
49 8221566820070900740353505791441 -363424394221025691054817552283652902222 2697240439767053396463974972685005158785053058
50 -2970069311765455481972622777384 207576540278226299713443515310430317627 -2235529915625030927303840038293674618900390568
51 1005025072505687381818254012408 -112245893221491292810656209179463439420 1764453889147386373603244995693702112542853817
52 -318343714588601446289902619514 57463599462589050262475996892474119014 -1326540709770816642857568011527748818110546378
53 94315841627219273729130903345 -27850048295787497770823375266491469404 950187625360653365442292542829662379272587472
54 -26112384771570368923969170006 12776978787594387340553429759603391024 -648576794650189013320411455658959525512117310
55 6748788027550952195964742023 -5547978740904665931141578010944949534 421937425133907991848569862888256746117511476
56 -1626294421921639428910251198 2279592049200707616750142850971442961 -261653904373506954462272350191930719663472024
57 364895789433184980319614999 -886097485370467196508941396264934954 154683254836945777002236036266996682330483757
58 -76112034189381985020175470 325737599996001371774781437345699514 -87182031774437129103221179319923458818515422
59 14732503609736930453484630 -113200548053500475981259876192593970 46848433642117480552518593768368041920562717
60 -2640916850239964173599120 37172879137830513571751814110923425 -24002155036758457181631085461714939355806198
61 437401366115589567105201 -11528486374505944039801174613228858 11724132067252252961121481996868612000842980
62 -66757682295093850108074 3374617424077804322055975007580667 -5459588433471115640268244139046059464312500
63 9360475152166271210124 -931717941771724520241451824642690 2423516939099795213736698102760577855684629
64 -1201572318798328545552 242445583199669177802171529887963 -1025372499957341193769521527796082730973324
65 140636199781905104400 -59406436347336103284960618838086 413421387850156758263534038143024966922470
66 -14937821508912805788 13693511614437447866182451591241 -158814139265015970443647097358315457975566
67 1431881996665071882 -2966056690095091215596316365650 58111480154269905095003702190283748687415
68 -123052419492491526 602964061459997826813897760425 -20248102099048586010853896930342213253380
69 9405610862204928 -114881804402322846237903518958 6715987562335571702895084161471595142398
70 -633262403070492 20482739123073799677521468811 -2119686272246933874479296048592102581734
71 37104943421451 -3411539050097625960596686398 636327301275593340564500756630892960888
72 -1863092101590 529779487751768057098206870 -181603685243514533206257308227728006336
73 78555244146 -76537521430219395497397970 49245538517730604027400707548844254645
74 -2704922562 10261688845601881130576166 -12680710012534023754662301107764099988
75 73042542 -1273262385518182537205076 3098576636136322332765443327522683569
76 -1450566 145745369442728219604564 -717958438984338052148208054892633914
77 18837 -15334685649693749837484 157614910429442975046611813101623345
78 -120 1476882153683304214572 -32753807023600751443254718262391294
79 0 -129570236001093540324 6436618186938177743660110084929618
80 0 10296551220074653518 -1194828125495051995774017119062608
81 0 -736193973365226018 209254854442982989200792104245359
82 0 46980006025877057 -34528964162911686764252717214276
83 0 -2649703493070342 5360226360838025518747643332527
84 0 130483368718983 -781552787017954063881049904586
85 0 -5523954774108 106835163248905121474925193965
86 0 196982534997 -13663623902520673876538375880
87 0 -5753758530 1631266628080478241806291013
88 0 132187057 -181335628942097862187587378
89 0 -2239776 18715106642693346773644794
90 0 24885 -1787472318324401713866702
91 0 -136 157403590327004713054215
92 0 0 -12725416274500452565074
93 0 0 939888468084608425683
94 0 0 -63057203296464493164
95 0 0 3816835413000842085
96 0 0 -206756601273744390
97 0 0 9924692846551290
98 0 0 -417022184399886
99 0 0 15101577327810
100 0 0 -461770564404
101 0 0 11593366485
102 0 0 -229464288
103 0 0 3357255
104 0 0 -32280
105 0 0 153
Table B.2: BPS numbers ngd of loal KP2
41
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
d2
0 -2 0 0 0 0 0
1 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10 -12 -14
2 0 -6 -32 -110 -288 -644 -1280
3 0 -8 -110 -756 -3556 -13072 -40338
4 0 -10 -288 -3556 -27264 -153324 -690400
5 0 -12 -644 -13072 -153324 -1252040 -7877210
6 0 -14 -1280 -40338 -690400 -7877210 -67008672
Table B.3: Instanton numbers ng=0d1d2 of loal KF0
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
d2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 9 68 300 988 2698
3 0 0 68 1016 7792 41376 172124
4 0 0 300 7792 95313 760764 4552692
5 0 0 988 41376 760764 8695048 71859628
6 0 0 2698 172124 4552692 71859628 795165949
Table B.4: Genus one GV invariants ng=1d1d2 of loal KF0
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
d2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 -12 -116 -628 -2488
3 0 0 -12 -580 -8042 -64624 -371980
4 0 0 -116 -8042 -167936 -1964440 -15913228
5 0 0 -628 -64624 -1964440 -32242268 -355307838
6 0 0 -2488 -371980 -15913228 -355307838 -5182075136
Table B.5: Genus two GV invariants ng=2d1d2 of loal KF0
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
d2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 15 176 1130
3 0 0 0 156 4680 60840 501440
4 0 0 15 4680 184056 3288688 36882969
5 0 0 176 60840 3288688 80072160 1198255524
6 0 0 1130 501440 36882969 1198255524 23409326968
Table B.6: Genus three GV invariants ng=3d1d2 of loal KF0
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d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
d2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 -18 -248
3 0 0 0 -16 -1560 -36408 -450438
4 0 0 0 -1560 -133464 -3839632 -61250176
5 0 0 -18 -36408 -3839632 -144085372 -2989287812
6 0 0 -248 -450438 -61250176 -2989287812 -79635105296
Table B.7: Genus four GV invariants ng=4d1d2 of loal KF0
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
d2
0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15
2 0 0 -6 -32 -110 -288 -644 - 1280
3 0 0 0 27 286 1651 6885 23188
4 0 0 0 0 -192 -3038 -25216 -146718
5 0 0 0 0 0 1695 35870 392084
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 -17064 -454880
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 188454
Table B.8: Instanton numbers ng=0d1d2 of loal KF1
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
d2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 9 68 300 988 2698
3 0 0 0 -10 -288 -2938 -18470 -86156
4 0 0 0 0 231 6984 90131 736788
5 0 0 0 0 0 -4452 -152622 -2388864
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 80948 3164814
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1438086
Table B.9: Genus one GV invariants ng=1d1d2 of loal KF1
43
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
d2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 -12 -116 -628 -2488
3 0 0 0 0 108 2353 23910 160055
4 0 0 0 0 -102 -7506 -161760 -1921520
5 0 0 0 0 0 5430 329544 7667739
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 -194022 -11643066
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5784837
Table B.10: Genus two GV invariants ng=2d1d2 of loal KF1
d1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
d2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 15 176 1130
3 0 0 0 0 -14 -992 -18118 -182546
4 0 0 0 0 15 4519 179995 3243067
5 0 0 0 0 0 -3672 -447502 -16230032
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 290853 28382022
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -15363990
Table B.11: Genus three GV invariants ng=3d1d2 of loal KF1
44
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